The transitional nucleus 131 Xe is investigated after multinucleon transfer in the 136 Xe + 208 Pb and 136 Xe + 238 U reactions employing the high-resolution Advanced γ -Tracking Array (AGATA) coupled to the magnetic spectrometer PRISMA at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Italy, and as an elusive reaction product in the fusion-evaporation reaction 124 Sn( 11 B,p3n) 131 Xe employing the High-efficiency Observatory for γ -Ray Unique Spectroscopy (HORUS) γ -ray array coupled to a double-sided silicon strip detector at the University of Cologne, Germany. The level scheme of 131 Xe is extended to 5 MeV. A pronounced backbending is observed at hω ≈ 0.4 MeV along the negative-parity one-quasiparticle νh 11/2 (α = −1/2) band. The results are compared to the high-spin systematics of the Z = 54 isotopes and the N = 77 isotones. Large-scale shell-model calculations employing the PQM130, SN100PN, GCN50:82, SN100-KTH, and a realistic effective interaction reproduce the experimental findings and provide guidance to elucidate the structure of the high-spin states. Further calculations in 129−132 Xe provide insight into the changing nuclear structure along the Xe chain towards the N = 82 shell
I. INTRODUCTION
The nuclei in the 50 Z,N 82 region of the Segrè chart, spanning the nuclei north-west of doubly magic 132 Sn, are intriguing systems for the simultaneous investigation of the shell structure as well as for collective degrees of freedom. Couplings of configurations involving the unique-parity high-j orbital 0h 11/2 with configurations in the 2s 1/2 , 1d 3/2 , 1d 5/2 , and 0g 7/2 orbitals give rise to a plethora of high-spin states. The different deformation-driving properties of aligned h 11/2 proton (γ ≈ 0
• in the Lund convention) or neutron (γ ≈ −60 • ) configurations cause both collective and noncollective structures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Transitional Xe nuclei in the A ≈ 130 mass region, well described by assuming anharmonic vibrations [6] , are known for their softness with respect to γ deformation and form, therefore, an important link in the smooth evolution from spherical to deformed shapes [7] [8] [9] . High-j couplings in the high-spin regime form a variety of rotational bands. Their signature splitting (α = ±1/2) [10] is based on the unique-parity h 11/2 neutron-hole orbital. Many of the A ≈ 130 nuclei show irregular yrast sequences in the high-spin regime, accompanied by a sudden increase of moment of inertia along the ground-state band. This phenomenon called backbending [11] is explained as a band crossing of the ground-state band with an aligned two-quasiparticle band, i.e., the quasiparticle level crossing between an unoccupied high-j intruder orbital and the most high-lying occupied orbital.
In the majority of cases, the theoretical investigations of such systems were carried out by means of the interacting boson model (IBM) [9, 12, 13] , mean-field methods [2, 14] , or the cranked shell model (CSM) [15, 16] . However, Xe isotopes have come within reach of advanced untruncated shell-model calculations, providing stringent tests of the predictive power and suitability of various nuclear potentials and models based on modern effective interactions in this region. Is is noteworthy that only a few studies were performed from the shell-model point of view for the description of the backbending [17] [18] [19] .
The nucleus 131 Xe is located in the proton midshell between the Z = 50 shell and the Z = 64 sub-shell closures and is five neutrons away from the N = 82 shell closure. Previous experiments on 131 Xe focused primarily on low-spin excitations observed after β decay [20] [21] [22] [23] , (γ,γ ) reactions [24] [25] [26] , or Coulomb excitation [27] . Like several odd-mass 50 Z,N 82 nuclei, 131 Xe exhibits a long-lived J π = 11/2 − 1 isomer. It has a half-life of 11.84(4) d and an excitation energy of 163.930 (8) keV. The isomer has a predominant νh −1 11/2 character and decays via an M4 γ ray to the J π = 3/2 + 1 ground state [28] . By the end of the 1970s, both Palmer et al. [27] and Irving et al. [29] studied low-lying positive-parity states in 131 Xe utilizing Coulomb excitation and (α,xnγ ) reactions, respectively. Later, in 1983, Lönnroth et al. [30] identified a large number of new low-lying states with one-and three-quasiparticle configurations. Due to a lack of stable beam and target combinations, studies of intermediate and high-spin states were restricted by (α,xnγ ) reactions [29] [30] [31] with small Ge(Li) detector arrays at this time. The most detailed spectroscopy study of the high-spin regime was performed by Kerek et al. [31] Backbending and upbending phenomena in the yrast bands of even-even Xe isotopes were systematically observed in 112−130 Xe [33] [34] [35] . Figure 1 shows the evolution of the total aligned angular momentum for a given transition I x = (I states in 128, 130 Xe. This behavior is explained by the crossing of a quasiground band and another quasiband with a neutronaligned νh −2 11/2 configuration [35] . A distinct alignment is observed in the lower-mass neighbor of 131 Xe, 130 Xe, where the energy difference between the J π = 10 states is only 276 keV. In the higher-mass neighbor of 131 Xe, 132 Xe, the J π = 6 + 1 state is still tentative and the J π = 8
state is unknown. Compared to the even-mass neighbors of 132 Xe, the decay of the J π = 10 + 1 state is remarkably hindered (T 1/2 = 8.39 (11) ms [37] ). A fully aligned νh −2 11/2 two-neutron-hole configuration was assigned to the state [38] . The J π = 10 + 1 state decays predominantly via an E3 γ ray to the J π = (7 − 1 ) state, competitive E2 decays were not observed yet. Consequently, it is likely that the J π = 8 + 1 state is located very close in energy to the J π = 10 + 1 isomer, resulting in a pronounced backbending. This assumption is supported by shell-model calculations [39] . To shade light on the nuclear structure of 132 Xe around the J π = 10 + 1 state, the high-spin structures of the odd-mass neighboring nuclei can be used to investigate the inert core 132 Xe by means of a semiclassical description within the particle-plus-rotor picture. In 133 Xe the single-particle character dominates over the collective character [39] . For the lower odd-mass neighbors of 131 Xe, 125 Xe, and 127 Xe, both low-spin structures from 3 He-and α-induced reactions [40, 41] and elaborate high-spin information from heavy-ion reactions are available. High-spin states of 125 Xe were studied at the OSIRIS Compton-suppressed γ -ray spectrometer via the 116 Cd( 13 C,4n) reaction by Granderath et al. [42] and via the 48 Ca( 82 Se,5n) reaction by Wiedenhöver et al. [43] up to 8.7 MeV. Later, the level scheme and high-spin band structures were significantly extended by Moon et al. [15] and Al-Khatib et al. [44] , respectively. The favored (π = −1,α = −1/2) negative-parity yrast band built on the J π = 11/2 − 1 state is known up to J π = (47/2 − ). An alignment at a frequency of hω ≈ 0.48 MeV was observed. Granderath et al. [42] proposed a triaxial deformation in the negative-parity band according to calculations in the framework of the triaxial rotor-plus-particle (TRP) model. The crossing in the (π = −1,α = −1/2) band was assigned to an alignment of a second pair of h 11/2 neutrons according to theoretical Routhians from CSM calculations. The alignment of the first pair of h 11/2 neutrons was assumed to be blocked. The findings were reproduced by Moon et al. [15] who assigned the negative-parity yrast band a νh 11/2 [523]7/2 Nilsson configuration from total Routhian surface (TRS) and CSM calculations.
In 127 Xe, high-spin states were thoroughly studied after 48 Ca( 82 Se,3n) reactions at 275 MeV [43] . The negative-parity ground-state band was extended up to 9.5 MeV and a spin of J π = (51/2 − ). A band crossing was observed at slightly lower frequencies compared to 125 Xe. This observation corroborated a νh −3 11/2 neutron alignment similar to 125 Xe [45] , however, no theoretical description is available in the literature to date.
Going toward the N = 82 shell closure, 129 Xe is the last nucleus which can still be sufficiently populated by means of heavy-ion reactions with stable beams heavier than A = 4. In 2016, Huang et al. [16] extended the level scheme of the negative-parity ground-state band (α = −1/2) up to the J π = 35/2 − 1 state at 5194 keV utilizing a 9 Be-induced fusionevaporation reaction on a 124 Sn target at a beam energy of 36 MeV. The Nilsson configuration for the band was determined to be νh 11/2 [505] 11/2. An alignment in the negativeparity ground-state band was found at a crossing frequency of approx.hω ≈ 0.45 MeV. Cranked shell-model calculations predicted an alignment of two h 11/2 protons athω ≈ 0.5 MeV. However, the alignment of two h 11/2 neutrons was predicted at hω ≈ 0.27 MeV. Since the proton crossing frequency matched the experimental observation, the backbending was explained as an alignment of two h 11/2 protons. Furthermore, particleplus-rotor model calculations suggested a triaxial deformation with γ ≈ −30
• in the negative-parity ground-state band. This work focuses on the hitherto unknown high-spin structures above the 2518-keV state in the negative-parity band in 131 Xe. Excited states in 131 Xe were populated in three different experiments. Multinucleon-transfer reactions have proved to be an efficient way for the population of intermediate to high-spin states. The combination of the high-resolution position-sensitive Advanced γ -Tracking Array (AGATA) [46] and the PRISMA magnetic mass spectrometer [47] [48] [49] at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL, Italy) was employed to study transitions in 131 Xe after 136 Xe + 208 Pb and 136 Xe + 238 U multinucleon transfer. Furthermore, 131 Xe was populated in a 124 Sn( 11 B, p3n) 131 Xe fusion-evaporation reaction employing the High-efficiency Observatory for γ -Ray Unique Spectroscopy (HORUS) [50] at the Institute of Nuclear Physics, University of Cologne. The γ -ray array was coupled to a double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSSD) [51] for the detection of evaporated protons. This paper is organized as follows: the experimental setup and data analysis of the three experiments are described in Sec. II, followed by the experimental results in Sec. III. A comparison with results from modern shell-model calculations is presented in Sec. IV before the paper closes with a summary and conclusions in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA ANALYSIS
A. 136 Xe + 208 Pb and 136 Xe + 238 U multinucleon transfer
Excited states in 131 Xe were populated in (i) a 136 Xe + 208 Pb and (ii) a 136 Xe + 238 U multinucleon-transfer experiment in the five-neutron stripping channel at the Laboratori Nazionali 014309-3 di Legnaro (LNL), Italy. In the first experiment, a 6.84 MeV/nucleon 136 Xe beam, delivered by the PIAVE+ALPI accelerator complex, impinged onto a 1-mg/cm 2 208 Pb target. AGATA [46] was employed in a first demonstrator configuration [52] with nine large-volume electronically segmented high-purity Ge (HPGe) detectors in three triple cryostats [53] to measure γ rays from excited states. The array was placed at a distance of 18.8 cm from the target position. Details on the setup and data analysis are given in Refs. [54, 55] . In the second experiment, the PIAVE+ALPI accelerator provided a 136 [56] . In both experiments the light projectilelike reaction fragments of interest were identified by the magnetic spectrometer PRISMA [47] [48] [49] placed at the reaction's grazing angle of θ lab = 42
• in the 136 Xe + 208 Pb experiment and θ lab = 50
• in the 136 Xe + 238 U experiment, respectively. Pulse-shape analysis of the digitized detector signals was applied to determine the individual interaction points within the HPGe shell [57] , allowing the Orsay forward-tracking algorithm [58] to reconstruct the individual γ -ray energies, determine the first interaction point of the γ ray in the germanium and, thus, the emission angle. Together with the kinematic information from PRISMA, a precise Doppler correction was performed on a event-by-event basis. 131 Xe to be in the range of less than 1%. A detection of evaporated charged particles is imperative to cope with the large background emerging from the dominating 131, 130 Cs neutron evaporation channels. By setting a gate on evaporated charged particles, the peak to background ratio for the p3n channel 131 Xe can be enhanced significantly. For this reason, evaporated charged particles were detected with an annular double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSSD) mounted at backward direction covering an angular range from 118 131 Xe in the present study. Transition and excitation energies are given in keV. Intensities of the cascades above the 164-keV isomer are deduced from the HORUS experiment and normalized to the 642-keV transition. New γ -ray transitions are marked in red with asterisks. See text for details.
to 163
• with respect to the beam axis. The 310-μm-thick silicon disk was produced by RADCON Ltd. (Zelenograd, Russia) and mounted and bonded onto printed circuit boards at the University of Lund, Sweden. The active detector area is divided into 64 radial segments (sectors) on the p-type junction side and into 32 annular segments (rings) on the ohmic n-side facing the target. Each two adjacent ring signals were merged together and read out, to distribute the 32 rings to a total of 16 data acquisition channels. Further information and a detailed characterization of the detector are given in Ref. [51] . The DSSSD was shielded against backscattered beam particles by a 25-μm thick tantalum sheet held in place by a 3-μm Tesa adhesive applied onto a 2-μm polyethylene terephthalate carrier foil [59] . The thickness of the Ta sheet was chosen in such a way that only evaporated protons could reach the Si detector disk.
Coincident events were processed and recorded utilizing the synchronized 80-MHz XIA digital γ finder (DGF) dataacquisition system and stored to disk. The data were analyzed offline using the SOCO-V2 [60] and TV [61] codes. A total number of 1.5×10 10 prompt γ γ events and 3×10 6 protongated γ γ events were recorded. Events were sorted into (i) 131 Xe identified with PRISMA in the 136 Xe + 208 Pb experiment. Random background is subtracted with a gate on the prompt peak in the spectrum of time differences between AGATA and PRISMA. (c) Similar data from the 136 Xe + 238 U experiment. Both insets (b) and (d) represent the mass spectra of the Xe isotopes obtained with PRISMA. The applied mass gates for 131 Xe are marked black. (e) Projection of the γ γ matrix gated on evaporated protons [cf. inset (f)] obtained in the HORUS fusion-evaporation reaction 11 B + 124 Sn. Remaining contaminant transitions are marked with symbols and dominant transitions from 131 Xe are marked with dashed lines to guide the eye. a general symmetrized two-dimensional matrix to study γ γ coincidence relations, (ii) two three-dimensional cubes for DSSSD-Ge-Ge and Ge-Ge-Ge coincidences, and (iii) a total of eight group matrices each corresponding to Ge detector pairs with relative angles θ 1,2 ∈ {35,45,90,135,145} with respect to the beam axis, and angles φ ∈ {±270,±215,±180,±,55,0} between the planes spanned by the Ge detectors and the beam axis to investigate multipolarities via angular correlations. Spins of populated states are investigated with the γ γ angular-correlation code CORLEONE [62, 63] employing the directional correlation from oriented states (DCO) based on the phase convention by Krane, Steffen, and Wheeler [64, 65] . Different hypotheses of involved spins J 1 ,J 2 ,J 3 and multipole-mixing ratios δ 1 ,δ 2 of two coincident γ rays in a cascade J 1
on experimental intensities in the different angular-correlation groups. The width of the distribution of the magnetic substates m, i.e., the width of the alignment distribution, was found to be constant at σ = 2.6. More details on the angular-correlation analysis with CORLEONE are given in Refs. [66, 67] .
III. RESULTS
The final level scheme of 131 Xe deduced from the three experiments is presented in Fig. 2 . It is based on γ γ coincidences, relative transition intensities, and an angular-correlation analysis. Energies of γ -ray transitions and excitation energies are given in keV. Intensities of γ -ray transitions above the J π = 11/2 − 1 isomeric state are extracted from the HORUS experiment and normalized to the 642-keV transition. Newly assigned γ -ray transitions are marked with asterisks.
The beam-like Doppler-corrected singles γ -ray spectra of 131 Xe from the 136 Xe + 208 Pb and 136 Xe + 238 U AGATA experiments are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c), respectively. The corresponding Xe mass distributions are depicted in the insets Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). Random background is significantly suppressed by gating on the prompt peak in the time-difference distribution between AGATA and PRISMA. Prominent transitions are marked with dotted lines to guide the eye. Energies, spin/parity assignments, and relative in-beam intensities of transitions in 131 Xe, observed in both AGATA experiments, are summarized in the right-hand side of Table I . Efficiencycorrected relative in-beam intensities in Table I were determined for the 136 Xe + 208 Pb experiment and normalized to the 642-keV transition. In total, the γ -ray spectra exhibit eight hitherto known peaks and nine new transitions. None of the known low-spin positive-parity excited states below 2 MeV [30, 31] were populated. γ rays with energies of 188, 389, 642, 810, 901, and 992 keV depopulating the hitherto known positive-and negative-parity states [31] above the J π = 11/2
isomer are clearly visible in the spectra. In addition, the decays 014309-5 131 Xe. In the 11 B + 124 Sn fusion-evaporation experiment, a particle trigger is crucial to cope with the significant contribution from xn evaporation channels to achieve clean gating conditions for a γ γ coincidence analysis. The projection of the proton-gated γ γ matrix is shown in Fig. 3 (e). Evaporation residues are identified and selected in the matrix depicted in inset Fig. 3(f) , where the energy detected by the DSSSD is plotted versus the HORUS γ -ray energy. Evaporated protons are expected in an energy range of approx. 1 to 6 MeV. Low-energy random coincidences are mainly caused by the detection of low-energy δ electrons and β particles. A gate on proton energies larger than 1 MeV is applied; in the resulting γ γ projection several transitions of the proton-evaporation channels 130, 131 Xe are well visible above the background. Remaining contaminant transitions from Cs and Pt isotopes are marked by symbols in Fig. 3(e) .
The intensities of the coincident γ rays in the HORUS experiment are summarized in the left-hand side of Table I . All intensities are efficiency corrected and normalized to the intensity of the 642-keV transition. The uncertainties in the transition energies are ±0.5 keV. Spin/parity assignments are supported by systematics, shell-model calculations and angular-correlation measurements. Various HORUS prompt γ γ -coincidence spectra are shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(g). The decay of the J π = 11/2 − 1 isomer is not observed due to its long half-life of 11.8 days [28] . Figure 4 (a) presents the γ -ray spectrum with a gate on the 642-keV transition. Coincidences are labeled with filled arrow heads. The spectrum exhibits anticipated coincidences at 810, 901, 189, 389, and 992 keV.
Beside transitions from 130, 131 Cs, contaminant peaks are caused by the ground-state band of 188 Pt [68] stemming from a dominant fusion-evaporation reaction in the 181 Ta backing of the target. All three known γ rays in the positive-parity band with energies of 189, 389, and 992 keV are mutually coincident in the HORUS experiment and were arranged according to their intensity balance as proposed by Kerek et al. [31] . Unassigned peaks at 634, 662, and 1131 keV, observed in both AGATA experiments, are coincident to the 642-keV transition. The γ -ray transitions are also in coincidence with the 810-keV transition in Fig. 4(b) . Previously, a 901-keV transition was placed parallel to the 3186 keV Fig. 4(c) . Coincidences as well as the intensity balance require the newly observed 662-, 634-, and 1131-keV transitions to be placed above the 2518-keV state. Gates on those newly observed transitions are shown in Figs. 4(d)-4(f). All three γ rays are mutually coincident and, thus, form a cascade. The intensity balance in the γ γ projection gated on the 901-keV transition suggests that the 662-keV transition is directly feeding the 2518-keV state. The intensity of the 634-keV γ -ray peak in the γ γ -coincidence spectrum gated on 901 and 662 keV exceeds the one of the 1131-keV line. In accordance with the intensity balance, the 634-keV transition is placed on top of the newly discovered state at 3180 keV to form the new 3814-keV state. The 1131-keV transition is placed on top of the cascade to establish a new state at 4945 keV. Furthermore, the intensity balance of the three new γ rays determined in the AGATA experiment confirms this assignment. Also, the γ γ γ -triple coincidence spectrum with gates on both the 810-and 1131-keV transitions supports a placement of the transitions on top of the 2518-keV state. The maximum excitation energy of approximately Table I ). Coincidences are labeled by filled arrow heads.
5 MeV is consistent with other populated reaction channels in both AGATA@LNL experiments [39, 69, 70] . Unassigned γ -ray transitions observed with AGATA and listed in Table I do not yield meaningful γ -γ coincidences in the HORUS experiment. A placement in the level scheme is not feasible.
In the HORUS experiment spins and parities of excited states are investigated utilizing the angular-correlation analysis described in Sec. II B. A fit of the theoretical angulardistribution function W (θ 1 ,θ 2 ,φ) to the experimental intensities of two coincident γ -ray transitions deduced from gates on depopulating transitions in the γ γ matrices related to the eight angular-correlation groups are performed for each spin hypothesis. To benchmark the validity of the angular correlation analysis, a fit of the 13 + → 12 + 417-keV transition in the well populated 130 Cs channel is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The obtained multipole-mixing ratio δ exp. = −0.11(4) reproduces the evaluated value δ lit. = −0.14(6) [71] . A further benchmark angular-correlation distribution of the 810-keV transition in 131 Xe, gated on the 642-keV transition, is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The multipolarity of the 642-keV γ ray is fixed to an E2 character, while the spin of the 1616-keV state is tested with values of J = 15/2, 17/2, and 19/2. Obviously, a pure E2 hypothesis yields best results. Correlation group (θ 1 ,θ 2 ,φ) matches the experimental values best (χ 2 = 1.7). The previous tentative spin-parity assignment of J π = 21/2 − [31] has to be revised. Using the same method, the spin of the newly established excited state at 3180 keV is determined. The angular distribution of the 662-keV decay is shown in Fig. 5(d) . The J = 23/2 and 25/2 spin hypotheses show discrepancies between the experimental and the calculated intensities in several correlation groups leading to χ 2 = 3.1 and χ 2 = 2.9, respectively. Based on the experimental data, a J π = 27/2 6 . Evolution of excited states in the negative-parity band along (a) the odd-mass N = 77 isotones from Z = 50 to Z = 64 [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] and along (b) the odd-mass Z = 54 isotopes from N = 69 to N = 77 [16, 43, 78] . Newly discovered states in 131 Xe are marked with thick lines. (c) Net aligned angular momenta i x (h) of favored negative-parity bands in odd-mass 123−131 Xe isotopes as a function of the rotational frequencyhω.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Systematics along Z = 54
Figure 6(a) shows the evolution of the negative-parity yrast band states along the N = 77 isotones from Sn to Gd [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] . The newly established states of 131 Xe are marked with thicker lines. The reevaluated J π = 23/2 − 1 state in 131 Xe is 7 keV higher in excitation energy compared to the corresponding state in 129 Te, thus, the 2518-keV state in 131 Xe fits the systematics of J π = 23/2 Figure 6 (b) compares the levels in the favored negative-parity band in 131 Xe from the present work with those in the odd-mass nuclei 123−129 Xe [16, 43, 78] . The midshell nuclei 123−127 Xe exhibit excitation spectra which are rotational in character. Toward 131 Xe a characteristic transition to a vibrational character is observed.
The net aligned angular momentum i x (ω) for the favored negative-parity band along the odd-mass Xe isotopes is presented in Fig. 6(c) . The parameter i x is determined by subtracting the collective part from the total aligned angular momentum: i x = I x − I x,coll. where I x,coll. = aω + cω 3 follows the parametrization by Harris et al. [79] . For 133 Xe the collective Harris parametrization fails due to a non-rotational single particle character of this isotope. All Xe isotopes exhibit a pronounced upbend. The crossing frequency at which the alignment occurs is mass-dependent and decreases with increasing mass. A delayed upbend in 123, 125 Xe takes place at a higher frequency compared to the neighboring nuclei. This behavior is explained by the Pauli blocking of the first pair of h 11/2 neutrons [42, 43] . In 129 Xe a pronounced upbend is found. Huang et al. [16] explained the upbend by an alignment of two h 11/2 protons according to CSM calculations [16] . The negative-parity band in 131 Xe exhibits a large increase of approx. 7h in aligned angular momentum, accompanied by a decrease of rotational frequency. Similar to the −2n partner, the alignment takes place at the newly established J π = 27/2 − 1 state in 131 Xe. Since the bandhead of the favored negative-parity band already shows an initial alignment of J = 11/2h, the observed h 2 11/2 bandcrossing is blocked, i.e. not the fully aligned 10h are observed. Following the strong backbending, a remarkable jump back to an alignment of 1h is observed with the 1131-keV transition.
B. Shell-model calculations
The extended level scheme of 131 Xe is confronted with theoretical predictions from five large-scale shell-model calculations in the gdsh valence space outside doubly-magic 100 Sn. The first calculation was carried out in the framework of the pair-truncated shell model using a phenomenological interaction, denoted as PQM130 (Pairing+QQ+Multipole for mass region 130). The approach leverages a pairing-plus-quadrupole interaction that consists of spherical single-particle energies, a monopole-pairing, a quadrupole-pairing, and a quadrupolequadrupole interaction. The Hamiltonian in each neutron and proton space is diagonalized separately and afterwards the total Hamiltonian is diagonalized in the truncated space. More details on the calculation are given in Refs. [17, 80, 81] .
The second calculation was carried out employing the computer codes NUSHELLX@MSU [82] and KSHELL [83] in the untruncated gdsh model space with the jj55pna Hamiltonian (referred to as the SN100PN interaction) [84] . The Hamiltonian consists of four parts, treating the neutron-neutron, neutronproton, proton-proton, and Coulomb repulsion between the protons. The realistic two-body residual interaction is based on a renormalized G matrix derived from the CD-Bonn interaction [85] . The neutron-neutron G-matrix elements, written in the hole-hole formalism, are multiplied by a factor 0.9 to improve results for 130 Sn. The proton and neutron single-particle energies are based upon the energy levels in 133 Sb and 131 Sn. In addition, a calculation with the effective interaction GCN50:82 [86, 87] was performed with the program KSHELL. Like the SN100PN interaction, the interaction is derived from a realistic G matrix based on the CD-Bonn potential. However, by fitting different combinations of two-body matrix elements to sets of experimental excitation energies from even-even and even-odd semi-magic nuclei, empirical corrections are added to the original G matrix. By using this approach, mainly the monopole part of the interaction is optimized.
Another calculation was conducted in the framework of the realistic shell model (referred to as realistic SM) [88] . Single-particle energies and the two-body effective interaction are determined via the V low-k approach from the CD-Bonn free nucleon-nucleon potential [85] with a cutoff momentum of = 2.6 fm −1 . The effective shell-model Hamiltonian is derived by means of the many-body perturbation theory in the so-called folded-diagram expansion orQ-box formalism.
The last calculation, called SN100-KTH, is a monopoleoptimized realistic interaction, derived via the Monte Carlo global optimization approach from the G matrix of the CDBonn nucleon-nucleon potential [85] by fitting the low-lying states in Sn isotopes. The calculation was performed with the program KSHELL. It was shown that the calculations reproduce well the excitation energies and E2 transition probabilities in even-even Te isotopes [89, 90] . 131 Xe. In addition to the excitation energies, reduced transition probabilities were obtained from in the SN100PN and PQM130 calculations. Kerek et al. [31] 129 
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(e) occupation number 131 Xe, corresponding to a lifetime of τ ≈ 1.4 ns. Standard effective charges, e π = 1.5e and e ν = 0.5e, are used in the SN100PN calculation. Furthermore, the PQM130 calculation predicts a B(E2; 23/2 To compare the observed backbending in 131 Xe with the odd-mass isotopic neighbors, shell-model calculations were performed for negative-parity states above the J π = 11/2 − 1 state in 129 Xe. These calculations utilizing the SN100PN interaction are computationally demanding with an m-scheme dimension of 2.4×10 9 for the J π = 11/2 − 1 state. The evolution of the average occupation numbers of the proton and neutron single-particle orbits πh 11/2 and νh 11/2 in the favored negative-parity band of 131 Xe, calculated by the SN100PN and GCN50:82 interactions, are presented in Figs. 9(a)-9(d) . Similar results from a SN100PN calculation for 129 Xe are shown in Figs. 9(e) and 9(f). Backbending and upbending states in 129 Xe and 131 Xe are highlighted gray. In 131 Xe, both calculations predict a continuous decrease of occupation in the neutron intruder orbital νh 11/2 until it reaches The proton occupancy of the πh 11/2 orbital in 131 Xe is predicted to be N π ≈ 0. . This finding agrees with previous investigations within the framework of the cranked shell model where an alignment of two h 11/2 protons was proposed recently [16] . Supported by the observation in 129 Xe, the proton h 11/2 configuration in 131 Xe has a perturbative but decisive role for the description of the structure of alignment states.
The role of the πh 11/2 orbital is also scrutinized by a detailed decomposition of the states along the favored negativeparity band of 131 Xe into their proton and neutron configurations in Figs. 10(a)-10(f) for the SN100PN interaction and in Figs. 10(i)-10(n) for the GCN50:82 calculation. All configurations which contribute more than two percent to the overall configuration are shown; the J π = 15/2 − 1 state is not visualized for better clarity, nonetheless, the decomposition is very similar to that of the J π = 11/2 − 1 state. The percentages of the three most probable configurations are written inside the squares whose areas are proportional to their percentages. (c)
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(n) The decomposition suggests a highly fragmented structure of 131 Xe. In both calculations, the main components of the J π = 11/2 Going to higher spins, the configurations become even more fragmented into configurations with less than 2%. As visible in Fig. 6(c 129 Xe. Although neutron and proton configurations are more fragmented, the proton configurations before and at the alignment are similar to the ones in 131 Xe. Like in 131 Xe, the π (g Proton configuration In particular, the contributions from the πh 11/2 remain unchanged. This behavior confirms the experimentally observed evolution from upbending in 129 Xe to the remarkable backbending in 131 Xe. To inspect the alignment properties and the impact of πh 11/2 protons in 131 Xe and 129 Xe, the results of the shell-model calculations are reparametrized to the total aligned angular momenta I x as a function of the rotational frequencyhω. The SN100PN and the GCN50:82 interactions are employed in two separate calculations: (i) permitting excitations into the πh 11/2 orbital and (ii) prohibiting more than one proton in the πh 11/2 orbital. Figure 12 (a) compares the extracted theoretical and experimental total aligned angular momenta I x of 131 Xe for calculations without any truncation. The critical frequency at which alignment occurs is slightly underestimated by the realistic SM and the SN100PN interaction, while the GCN50:82 and SN100-KTH interactions predict the alignment frequency in good agreement with the experiment. The experimentally observed refold to the original Harris fit value with the 1131-keV transition after the alignment is predicted correctly by all calculations, particularly by the GCN50:82 calculation. In fact, all four theoretical calculations provide a fair agreement of the experimental backbending pattern in 131 Xe. However, PQM130 does not to reproduce the backbending pattern. Figure 12 (b) compares the extracted theoretical and experimental total aligned angular momenta I x of 131 Xe with 
FIG. 12. (a)
Comparison between experimental and calculated total aligned angular momenta I x as a function of the rotational frequencyhω, employing the SN100PN, GCN50:82, SN100-KTH, and realistic SM calculations for 131 Xe. (b) Comparison between experimental and calculated total aligned angular momenta I x as a function of the rotational frequencyhω, employing the SN100PN and GCN50:82 with a truncation of only one allowed proton in the πh 11/2 orbital. (c) Similar comparison for 129 Xe employing the SN100PN calculation: (i) untruncated and (ii) truncated with only one proton allowed in the πh 11/2 orbital. Experimental data for 129 Xe are taken from Ref. [16] .
the truncation of only one proton in the πh 11/2 orbital. The SN100PN calculation with the πh 11/2 truncation exhibits only a weak upbend, while the truncated GCN50:82 calculation predicts a weakened backbend, both at the position of the J π = 31/2 − 1 state. Moreover, both calculations do not reproduce the refolding after the alignment at the J π = (35/2 − 1 ) state. Consequently, the small increase in the average proton occupancy of the πh 11/2 orbital has significant effects beyond small perturbations. 131 Xe employing the SN100PN/GCN50:82 interaction with standard effective charges e π = 1.5e and e ν = 0.5e. The first calculation uses the complete gdsh valence space; the second one prohibits more than one proton in the πh 11 The same approach is applied to 129 Xe. Figure 12 proton alignment from cranked shell-model calculations in Ref. [16] .
The reduced transition strengths B(E2; J → J − 2) in the vicinity of the backbending region is of special interest. It is well known that in the neighborhood of the band crossing a minimum in the B(E2) values is caused by the interaction between the bands [94] , therefore, a minimum B(E2) value for the 27/2 131 Xe is expected. The B(E2) values calculated for transitions in the yrast band in 131 Xe are shown in Table II To obtain a consistent picture also the positive-parity ground state bands in the even-even neighbors 130 Xe and 132 Xe were investigated and calculations employing the SN100PN interaction were carried out. Like before, the calculations are divided into (i) the full gdsh valence space and (ii) a truncated calculation where only one proton is allowed to occupy the πh 11/2 orbital. A comparison between the calculations and the experimentally obtained total aligned angular momentum I x for 130 Xe is shown in Fig. 13 131 Xe, a refolding after the alignment is observed for higherlying states. Both calculations predict an initial alignment at the 130 Xe and (b) 132 Xe. The SN100PN interaction is employed in two different calculations: (i) untruncated and (ii) truncated with only one proton allowed in the πh 11/2 orbital. Experimental data taken from Refs. [39, 95] . 4 . Consequently, all experimental observables are well reproduced corroborating a concurrent neutron and proton alignment in 130 Xe. A comparable result was obtained by a theoretical study of the even-mass isotopes 114−130 Xe employing the microscopic sdIBM-2 + 2q.p. approach [96] . The alignment along the positive-parity band was proposed to be of caused by the πh 2 11/2 proton pair. Rotational alignment of pair of neutrons in the νh 2 11/2 are given by a calculation obtained with the quadrupole-quadrupole-plus-pairing model [34] . These results are in contradiction to the experimental values in 130 Xe. Approaching the N = 82 shell closure, a comparison for total aligned angular momenta I x for 132 Xe is depicted in Fig. 13(b) . Since no experimental data is available for the J π = 8 + state, the calculation provides a prediction for this state. To compare theoretical calculations with the experimental data, I x is plotted for a range from 0 to 100 keV of the expected transition energy of the yet unobserved 10
The region is marked gray in Fig. 13(b) . Both calculations predict a first alignment at the J π = 6 [39] is in good agreement with the results by the untruncated SN100PN calculation. In 132 Xe the alignment is clearly caused by protons in the πh 11/2 orbital.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, as a main result of three independent measurements and a detailed spectroscopic investigation the level scheme of 131 Xe was extended up to an excitation energy of 4945 keV. A pronounced backbending along the negativeparity band on top of the one-quasiparticle νh 11/2 (α = −1/2) band aroundhω = 0.4 MeV was observed. The states of the extended negative-parity band closed the gap of unknown high-spin excitations along the isotopic and isotonic chains close to the shell closure at N = 82.
Extended large-scale shell-model calculations were performed for 131 Xe and its neighbors employing interactions that are applicable in this mass region. In general, the new experimental results, including the pronounced backbending, are reproduced by the interactions excluding PQM130. A detailed inspection reveals that only interactions with improved and corrected monopole parts, i.e., GCN50:82 and SN100-KTH, describe the backbending curve and the alignment frequency to its full extent. Comparisons between truncated and untruncated shell-model calculations along the Xe chain in 129−132 Xe clearly indicate that alignment of two 0h 11/2 protons is decisive for the backbending. Calculations of the reduced transition strengths reproduce exactly the spin value where the alignment sets in in 131 Xe. The microscopic origin of the alignment in 131 Xe was traced back via the wave-function decomposition and its development as a function of angular momentum. The occupation number of the proton 0h 11/2 pair changes significantly at the alignment states in 131 Xe providing a distinct signature. Similar results were obtained in the −2n isotope 129 Xe. The new results together with previous achievements demonstrate convincingly the predictive power of the modern shell-model calculations with its interaction. The interplay between single-particle and collective excitation in this transitional region arise unambiguously from the specific h 11/2 intruder orbital.
In future, measurements of lifetimes and g factors that serve as sensitive probes for nucleon alignment should be performed to reaffirm the proposed backbending mechanism in transitional Xe isotopes. Specifically, the discovery of the predicted nearly degenerated J π = 8 + state in 132 Xe, causing the isomeric J π = 10 + state, is of highest interest. Furthermore, fast-timing measurements are necessary to resolve the possible onset of J π = 23/2 + 1 isomerism in 131 Xe which is also predicted by shell-model calculations.
